Best oil for vw jetta

Volkswagen introduced its own specifications in mid '90s. Since then this classification system
is the starting point for selecting the technically suitable products for all vehicles manufactured
by the VW group Volkswagen, Audi, Seat, Skoda. Check out our new article providing in-depth
explanation to all VW motor oil specifications! This is an "old" oil specification and is applicable
to engines built before model year up to August Oils with an approval made post March were
given an alternative, later VW specification. VW Successor of VW Recommended for those
which are subject to arduous conditions. It must not be used for any engines with variable
service intervals or any which are referred to under other specifications. Now superceeded by
the VW VW 00 oils are suitable for engines meeting the demands of Euro IV emissions
standards. Not for use on engines with a single injector pump. Oil change is indicated by the
electronic service indicator. Viscosity is SAE 0W Recommended for the new 2. Suitable for 4
and 5 gear ZF automatic transmissions. Not suitable for 6 gear transmissions. VW G A2 Special
gear oil designed for the manual transmissions of cars with transverse engines. VW G Special
working fluid for Haldex clutches. Developed by Haldex and Statoil. VW G Audi specification for
transmissions used with longitudinal engine configurations. Our app for iPhone, iPad and iPod
touch. Why change oil regularly? What are the reasons of oil consumption? Lubrication
glossary Oil Comparison Tool. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New
comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current
visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Joined Sep 8, Location Portland, Oregon. I just
got my 05 Jetta PD, I understand there are only 2 oils rated Does anyone know which would be
better? A oure PAO would probably be better to resist the turbo heat and cause less coking and
possibly less doposits in the intake Davin Top Post Dawg. Joined Jan 4, Location L. Motul It's a
Group III. I believe they call it "technosynthese". There's also an Elf product out there, but it
seems a little more difficult to find. As for which is better? I don't know if there's a consensus
on that. Both are fine oils I just found out that Bardahl does in fact make a Not sure if that has
any bearing on it.. Rustynuts Veteran Member. J: all the Don't get too hung up on this Hi all..
This is the link I found for the Bardahl At the risk of stirring things up again They don't seem to
have received their approval confirmation from VW yet. Maybe because they haven't followed
the recipe. Perhaps a synthetic blend is a better lubricant for this application. I have much doubt
about the Bardahl product. They don't have the hard documentation and may not in the future. I
would sit that one out. Or is it a blend like the previous Thank you for your assistance. VW only
plans to sell a limited number of the "Pumpe-duese" equipped VW models that would require
the The High loading requires the proper level of antiwear protection. In turn VW needs to
ensure that The cam shafts are mechanically driven and assist in the build up of fuel pressure in
each injector. Castrol Germany is supplying Castrol 01 and this product is only available in
North America through VW dealerships. Its a blend. They all are, to meet VW requirements. This
is the giveaway: synthetic technology engine oil. Consider your average "fruit" drink. In UK
can't say about NA : it can be described as strawberry flavour, or strawberry flavoured. One has
fruit in it, and the other has a lab product. Guess which? The consumer has to be a lawyer to
detect the scam. And the infamous advertising forum "judgement" helps the process of
obfuscation that DD refers to! By actions taken by Castrol and VW, it seems to me that are
saying is that it is far more cost effective and also far more profitable to so called "import" the
PD oil from Castrol's German supply logistics chain, and sell it through VW dealers logistic
chain than to have it manufactured and sold through the consumer market logistical chain. This
is also amazing in light of the literally myraid of oils manufactured and available for sale in the
European market place that meets among others, the VW There have been a few oil analysis
tests that in effect indicate less than stellar numbers and in effect indicate one additive element
that seems to be more for emissions longevity. Since most other non PD oils do not use this, it
is easy for the warranty station to do an oil analysis and deny a warranty claim if the customer
has not been using Castrol and or Motul. In my own personal view among others , but the
Delvac One has more of "what you are looking for" than the two For me four caveats 1. I dont
have a PD motor 2 I am not the warranty provider. I am not advocating switching to Being as
how Castrol is available through the VW parts logistical supply chain, it is absolutely amazing to
me to hear that the customers of VW dealerships have to go through extraordinary insurance
measures to make sure the DEALER is using the correct VW Unfortunately, since Bardahl is not
a part of or associated with Volkswagen of North America, we would not be able to confirm their
claim that their oil is We can only comment on the oils that are offered on our website. The
European offerings from Mobil for My bad, I was under the impression there were full synthetics
over the pond that were Bardahl seems to be on the right track of what I am looking for, a I
guess at this point is we need to wait for official VW certification that this oil is indeed It seems

to me if they advertise that it has met Fortuntely I only have less than mi on my PD, so I have
some time to sit back and wait to see where this leads. I am interested in the best oil I can put in
the car, regardless of the cost. TDiMike Veteran Member. Guys, guys guys The US law allows for
this labelling and description. They merely say to use 5W40 synthetic oil that meets the All of
the I'm not sure about the Tom, Is this the same as the TXT stuff? VW The point of this whole
post was not to just find the oil that "meets specifications" or is "good enough" but to find the
very best. I can ge Castrol TXT from the dealer for 6. And since the EGR issue is still not settled
on weather its the fuel causing the gunk or the oil, I think the very best oil would be a good
place to start. I feel a group 4 oil would have a much better chance of staying stabil in the turbo.
So I guess the question still stands: Out of all the group 3 And is Bardahl a group 4 and should
we wait to see if it truely meets The other question I think other readers want to know is a group
4 going to offer better protection in our PD's or is it not going to be worth the extra cost or the
wait? The supposed superiority of a group IV over the I suspect, but don't know, that
Additionally there are issues to do with the additives required. Solubility varies, so that some
oils group IV for example are less able to suspend certain additives. So did VW choose a blend
to optimise resistance to wear? When you consider that Group IV is not a quality standard but a
category of oil used in a package, the whole of which is relevant, not just one ingredient, you
must realise that this is not a simple issue? When and if VW give approval to a fully synth No
point spending more without evidence: refer to Occams Razor for illumination. Until then you
don't have much choice, unless you are willing to risk warranty voidance. I agree. I wish it were
very evident which would be the best oil, but until I find that out and as always, I wont risk a
warranty violation in any event. I perform my own oil changes and will document the oil with a
receipt as well as a UPC, and keep a log. In the event I cant find any A sensible plan: why pay
more for the same commodity? Does this mean that our trusty Delvac 1 is not Does Delvac have
I don't think so. Use at your own risk. European cars have their own peculiarities including a
separate and distinct oil approvals programme, where ACEA standards are augmented by
engine makers specific requirements. In this situation, the engine mfrs data needs to be
followed. Unless you have a pioneering spirit and deep pockets, cos VW can and will check the
oil composition if the cams etc fail. Some scattered thoughts for what they're worth In the
ladder of oil performance overall quality? You might select a better lubricant because you're
looking for a , mile engine -- while a manufacturer might be looking for something 'good
enough' to get past the warranty period, or improve their corporate fuel economy score, or stop
ring sticking The cam wear issue that we think The usual additives, ZDDP and calcium, show up
in oil analysis. There are other compounds that don't show up. Maybe the Dunno yet. Most
manufacturer's warranties are for defects in materials or workmanship. If one chooses to use
Quaker State SL gas oil in their PD, and the camshaft completely rounds out, Federal Law says
the dealer must prove it was the lubricant that caused the problem. While that's going on, one
service bay is occupied, and the vehicle owner will probably get a rental car on the dealer's
dime. Instead, the dealer will point it back at the vehicle owner knowing that the owner will fold
most of the time. A wealthy person can pay cash when they get sick so doesn't pay health
insurance - and isn't bound by the rules of the HMO. VWoA says they'll 'cure' the engine if it
breaks as long as we use the approved products. You're free to use whatever product you wish
as long as you also 'self insure' Nortones -- Group III base oils are definately of differing
qualities - from batch to batch and from source crude to source crude. Group IV and V bases,
tho, are consistant. To be a PAO it's got to be constructed of specific raw materials with a
specific process. Think group III as water pulled from many wells across the world and run thru
filters and bottled. Think group IV and V as water constructed in a lab environment by reacting
hydrogen and oxygen. One is inconsistent and may contain all manner of impurities, and one is
pure. It's up to the manufacturer to test or have their product tested to ensure it's up to the
requirements. Motul or Castrol certify their products, not VW. I wouldn't put any value one way
or another on a response from VW on oil certification, unless you're asking about the nature of
the spec - that's the only thing under VW's control - and the only thing their insurance company
is responsible for covering You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to
help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Auto mechanics often call motor oil the "blood" of the vehicle. If you do not maintain your car
by regularly changing the oil, your car will eventually have problems and break down.
Volkswagen Jetta TDI's Turbo Diesel Inject are no different and require regular maintenance to
ensure the vehicle will work problem-free for many years and miles. Because they have a diesel
engine, these cars have specific oil requirements. Diesel engines require a specific type of oil to
ensure performance. This should be clearly stated on the outside of the motor oil container.
This will help avoid engine warnings when it takes too long for the cylinder head to get oil

pressure. A heavier weight such as 10W30 should be used during warmer months. The
frequency of changing motor oil use to be every 3, miles, but that has changed with newer cars
and synthetic oils. The recommendation for the Jetta TDI is every 10, miles or every 12 months,
whichever comes first. Change Frequency The frequency of changing motor oil use to be every
3, miles, but that has changed with newer cars and synthetic oils. References Largiader. Sales:
Service: Parts: When it comes to fluids, you want to use the ones that will work best in your
vehicle. Well, we did so, and compiled the following table of recommended oil types for your
convenience. Read on to find out which oil should be used in your Volkswagen vehicle for
optimal health and performance. Synthetic oils fulfill this requirement, but not all synthetic oils.
If you have any more questions, feel free to contact us at Hall Volkswagen. SAE 5W If not
available, 00 may be used. Engine oils are constantly being improved. In order to get the latest
and greatest for your Volkswagen, check out your local authorized Volkswagen dealer and
service facility. For this reason, Volkswagen recommends you get your oil changed at one of
these locations. Schedule an Oil Change at Hall Volkswagen. You can follow any responses to
this entry through the RSS 2. You can skip to the end and leave a response. Pinging is currently
not allowed. I still looking to find out which is the most recommended engine oil by the
manufacture. The 1. Hope this will help answering some folks questions. Home New
Volkswagen. Brookfield, WI Hall Volkswagen. Get Directions. Hours Todays Hours. Schedule
Service. New Inventory Used Inventory. Sales: Service: Parts: Best Oil For Your Volkswagen
When it comes to fluids, you want to use the ones that will work best in your vehicle. Facebook
Twitter Pinterest. More from Hall VW. Do heated seats ruin leather upholstery? How to connect
an iPhone to a Volkswagen vehicle? When should I use my parking brake? Olalekan says:.
August 30, at pm. Ania says:. October 22, at pm. Uzair Dawud Adams says:. November 2, at pm.
David Mwaluka says:. November 6, at pm. Mohammed Mestar says:. November 30, at pm. Leave
a Reply Click here to cancel reply. Name required. Your Comment. Search for:. How much cargo
space does the Atlas have? Does the Volkswagen Tiguan have remote start? How many mpg
does the Arteon get? Our Dealership Hall Volkswagen. Sales Hours Service Hours Responsive
VW Dealer Website by. It is no secret that it is important to change the oil in your engine at
regular intervals in order to maintain your Volkswagen optimally, but are you aware of the
advantages of a synthetic oil change? Some Volkswagen vehicles require synthetic engine oil
anyway. It is a high quality full synthetic oil designed for consumers who expect the best
performance from their cars. Castrol EDGE is recommended by leading car manufacturers.
Castrol EDGE was developed using liquid titanium technology, which physically changes the
behavior of the oil under pressure. A higher pressure means more stress on the oil and the
potential for more friction. High-tech engine oil with good antifriction properties based on
synthetic technology. Designed to meet the high requirements of Audi, Porsche and the VW
group. Longlife IV lubricant, thanks to reduced viscosity, takes care of excellent starting
properties in cold conditions and increases engine efficiency. Compared to Longlife III oils,
which already save fuel, it provides an additional reduction in fuel consumption of around 1.
Innovative additive technology provides excellent wear protection, engine cleanliness and
increased resistance to oxidation. Extremely long oil change intervals longer service intervals,
etc. Not backwards compatible. The advanced synthetic oil formula has excellent lubrication to
prevent wear and tear and allows your car to drive at maximum power. Castrol is known for
working with high-end car manufacturers such as Volkswagen, Jaguar and Land Rover. This
means they are able to put their engine oils to the acid test worldwide to improve them and
make them the market leader. Castrol Edge is an advanced synthetic oil that has been tested
under high pressure and is one of the best engine oils you can buy. By using Castrol 0W
formula, you can expect reduced engine noise and a quieter engine. Valvoline European Vehicle
Full Synthetic Motor Oil is specifically designed to meet and exceed the stringent requirements
of most European gasoline and diesel engine manufacturers. Premium synthetic engine oils.
Designed for passenger cars and light trucks with gasoline and diesel engines, with engines
running on compressed natural gas, as well as for industrial equipment engines. Designed for
extended oil change intervals see engine manufacturer recommendations. Premium motor oils
developed based on high quality synthetic raw materials with the use of modern additives of
new technologies. Engine oils meet the latest requirements of most cars, light trucks vans,
beads , including cars with gasoline, diesel engines with or without turbocharger , with engines
running on liquefied petroleum gas, as well as for industrial equipment engines. The oils protect
the engine from cold starts and provide excellent protection under extreme operating
conditions. It offers exceptional cleaning power, wear protection and overall performance. Mobil
1 0W keeps your engine running like new in all driving conditions. Developed for gasoline and
diesel vehicles with high all-round performance in Europe. Mobil 1 was chosen to fill factories
with the best vehicles in the world. Exceptional performance in cleaning engine dirt. Higher

performance promises longer engine life. The wear protection function is excellent for handling
both high and low temperatures. Fuel consumption is minimal, which improves friction
characteristics. Enables rapid protective deposits and reduced wear even in extreme driving
situations. Durable and extremely trustworthy oil for daily use. If you want your engine to work
brilliantly in any temperature environment, Mobil 1 with advanced technology keeps your engine
happy. As metal-to-metal contact increases, it causes wear and reduces performance. Under the
hood, the pressure can reach 10 tons per square centimeter. This is like five cars resting on a
high heel and relying only on a micro-thin layer of oil for protection. Therefore, you need a
strong oil to reduce friction and increase performance and fuel economy. Titanium-based
technology provides performance and strength. Top Tec is a modern multigrade HC synthesis
engine oil for cars with gasoline and diesel engines, including those equipped with diesel
particulate filters in accordance with Euro 4 standards and extended replacement intervals. This
oil is backwards compatible for use in all previous models of the group, including engines
without extended service intervals. The combination of high quality base oils based on
synthesis technology and the latest additive package ensures the highest degree of wear
protection, low fuel consumption and high oil flow rate. High properties of the oil allow to
implement the recommended oil change intervals up to 30 km. Designed for modern diesel and
gasoline vehicles equipped with emission control systems. Reduces deposits and sludge
buildup and enables a long and clean engine life. Mobil 1 ESP 5W is an advanced synthetic
engine oil designed to provide exceptional engine cleanliness, overall performance and wear
protection. Mobil 1 ESP 5W was developed by Mobil 1 experts to extend the service life and
maintain the efficiency of diesel and gasoline vehicle exhaust emission reduction systems.
Mobil 1 ESP 5W meets or exceeds the requirements of many industry standards and advanced
car manufacturers for modern diesel and gasoline passenger cars. It is specially adapted to
German diesel technology, but can also be used on petrol engines. Always read the instruction
manual before using engine oil. Minimization of friction, abrasion and fuel consumption,
excellent cold start behavior. The excellent cold-start properties ensure optimum lubricant
safety in the cold-running phase. It is recommended for all modern passenger car gasoline and
diesel engines, including turbo versions, and direct injection. It is also recommended for all
operating conditions. Always refer to your maintenance manual to confirm the specific oil
required for your engine. Engine oil for gasoline and diesel engines Volkswagen. Suitable for
both gasoline leaded or unleaded gasoline and diesel engines without a VW group particulate
filter DPF. Car oil guarantees a high quality product. Using a reinforced synthetic formula, the
oil consumption is significantly reduced, thus providing high quality lubrication, improved
protection against corrosion and oxidation, reduced friction in the engine. It is characterized by
anticorrosive, antioxidant and antifoam properties. The automatic oil allows keeping the engine
clean, prevents the formation of deposits, and increases the service life of engine parts. These
products are the top class in passenger car lubricant technology and provide excellent
protection for European high performance vehicles that require a superior lubricant with very
high thermal stability thresholds. TRIAX Euro lubricants are one of the few European
automotive engine oils that does not use cookie cutter formulations and has tested demolition
engines. All TRIAX Euro formulations are unique and the kind you will not find in your regular
mass market large branded products. The oil protects your engine under most driving
conditions by keeping the engine clean, so that it lasts longer, keeps moving metal parts well
lubricated over a longer life and protects the engine from acid formation from combustion or
aging oil. The oil is not made from carbon-rich petroleum products, but is a low-ash synthetic
oil. It helps to improve the economic performance and efficiency of the engine by giving it more
mileage. The Shell Rotella is an advanced formulation that makes it reliable and safe for use
with any engine, even in hard and heavy use. The Shell Rotella T6 is a low viscosity oil that
allows your car to be put into service quickly and easily even in cold weather. It can start
engines up to a temperature of 30F, which cannot be found in any other similar oil. Moreover,
because the oil adapts to any weather, it stays liquid even in cold weather. It also maintains a
relative flow of high temperatures without blocking the engine. As it is a low-maintenance oil, it
is not necessary to change the oil regularly as long as the engine is clean and free of dirt.
All-year oil for pump-nozzle injection systems and other diesel engines with and without
exhaust gas turbocharging. Particularly suitable for long oil change intervals and extreme
engine requirements. With around 4, articles, LIQUI MOLY offers a worldwide, uniquely broad
spectrum of automotive chemicals: engine oils and additives, greases and pastes, sprays and
car care, adhesives and sealants. There it is the undisputed market leader for additives and is
repeatedly voted the best oil brand. The right oil is like a liquid component that complements
and protects your engine and ensures maximum performance. Find out here which engine oil
you should buy for your car and what function two oils with designations 0W and 0W have. The

oils for your Volkswagen protect your engine and match your driving style. Today, the choice of
engine oil for Volkswagen, Audi, Seat, and Skoda helps a single system of tolerances, which
was developed by specialists of the concern. Approved engine oil helps to reduce friction and
noise levels. Pistons inside the cylinders, as well as other engine parts move at high speed. In
order to reduce friction and prevent wear of parts, a strong oil film must be formed between
them. When the fuel-air mixture burns, a large number of substances are formed that pollute the
engine, for example soot. Special additives present in engine oils bind them and prevent them
from settling on engine components. The original engine oil protects against acid corrosion. In
the process of interaction between unburned fuel and combustion products, acids appear, while
engine oils neutralize them, preventing the possibility of acid corrosion. Motor oil absorbs and
allows you to quickly dissipate heat generated by the engine, allowing you to cool parts that are
far from the cooling jacket. The ideal oil for your car will be oil that matches the features of
engines installed on Volkswagen cars. How to choose the oil, the main recommendations:. At
the moment there are many companies engaged in production of motor oils on the market:
Mobil, Castrol, Motul. This oil provides an opportunity to protect even the most vulnerable
engine components, demonstrating excellent performance in protecting engine components
from wear. It is important to check the engine oil level regularly. If the oil level is low: excessive
friction will occur between the metal parts, which can lead to engine failure. If the oil level is
high: Engine oil will enter the combustion chamber and may cause the catalytic converter to
fail. Be sure to check the lubrication system indicator and check the engine oil level regularly.
Where conventional oil is mainly extracted from crude oil from the soil, synthetic oil is
developed from a combination of conventional oil and other technical compounds. This allows
synthetic oil to function better over the entire range of engine operating temperatures. On cold
mornings, synthetic oil flows more freely to provide faster protection throughout the engine. At
higher operating temperatures after prolonged engine operation, synthetic oil adheres better to
the various components, providing better protection. In addition, the degradation of synthetic
oil takes longer, so you do not have to change it so often, saving time and money in the long
run. All Volkswagen vehicles purchased after require synthetic oil. This is because the engine
valves are designed differently from most other vehicles on the road. This clogging makes them
less efficient when using traditional oil. Because synthetic oil is thinner in consistency and
cleaner than conventional oil, it is much easier for Volkswagen engines. When it comes to
purchasing a diesel vehicle, there are some advantages. With higher fuel efficiency and lower
total cost of ownership, the diesel engine saves you time and money on the fuel pump. This
helps to avoid engine warnings if it takes too long for the cylinder head to reach oil pressure. A
higher weight than 10W30 should be used in warmer months. When changing your VW oil, it is
essential to use the correct type of VW oil for your specific engine! Understanding a little story
about the progress of engine oils can help you make the right choice. Before car manufacturers
began setting their own oil quality standards the s , many instruction manuals referred to
API-standard oils. The demands on vehicle manufacturers worldwide to reduce emissions,
minimize their CO2 footprint, and improve fuel consumption have increased. It was not until the
late s and early s that more demanding standards were introduced. New, ultra-modern synthetic
engine oil formulations were thus created. During this period the late s , manufacturers began to
set their own unique oil quality standards rather than relying solely on API and ACEA standards
to ensure that the right type of oil was used in their engines. Volkswagen wanted very specific
engine oil formulations for its engines and in â€” the subsequent VW models require an engine
oil that meets a particular VW quality standard or specification. No, it is not recommended. Old
motor oils based on crude oil are outdated. VW engines are technologically too advanced. All
modern VW engines are designed, constructed and manufactured to precise tolerances using
unique materials alloys to meet the performance requirements. Newer models also use
advanced fuel injection systems that are lubricated with special engine oil formulations to
ensure optimum system reliabili
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ty. This advanced engine and fuel injection systems must meet stringent emission
requirements that focus on improving fuel economy without compromising engine
performance. Therefore, precise VW engine oil specifications have been designed, are required,
and should be used. It is also important to keep in mind that many VW engine oil change
intervals are 10, miles or higher. VW engine oil must provide maximum lubrication and
performance. Stable long-term lubrication protection for extended VW engine oil change
intervals can only be achieved when the designed and designated VW engine oil quality

specification is used. I write reviews and guides, helping people to choose the most suitable
technicals and best product for them. Carnesmechanical is a participant in the Amazon Services
LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites
to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. Amazon and the Amazon logo
are trademarks of Amazon.

